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A Note From the CannaReps Team

We have to start by giving thanks to
each and every one of our students
and alumni who contributed to this
annual publication. 

While CannaReps boasts well over
2000 certified Cannabis Sommelier
alumni across Canada and hundreds
of graded entries, we could certainly
do with more!

Our in-house tasters and students
simply cannot get to every corner of
the market, so please do not hesitate
to reach out to let us know what we
missed!

Most grades represent multiple
batches graded throughout the year. 

All gradings are conducted exclusively
in the regulated Canadian market (for
now). 

Only grades submitted by certified
Cannabis Sommeliers without conflict
of interests contribute towards the
final figures presented in this
publication.

All grades are submitted using our
free online Quality Grading Tool. Keep
in mind that anyone is welcome to
use this free resource, found on our
website, www.cannareps.ca. 

Thanks for reading and we hope you
enjoy this year’s list!

*Note* Each flavour category represents the most common aromatic profiles found in today’s
market as seen by CannaReps. Flowers were weighed against others of similar character. Each
cultivar is shown in the category that best represents their overall character as determined by
our tasters.

http://www.cannareps.ca/


PRAIRIE GRASS  B. Banner

A very unique sweet cheese aroma with slight hints of gas,
earth and citrus. Can taste both the Cheese and Bruce
Banner progenitors.

Score: 87

Acrid aromas that tend to appeal to more experienced consumers. Best
exemplified by Chemdog, Cheese, Skunk, Kush and some of their
subsequent crosses.

Funky

GHOST DROPS  First Class Funk

Musk, garlic, wet fur, gas. Complex and funky, truly lives up to
its name.

Score: 90

DOJA  91K Score: 91

Wet fur and musk dominate with slight aroma of gas and
sweet cola soda. Classic funky Chemdog notes with
something more. Weird and wonderful.

BOAZ  Pheno X

Musk, garlic and wet earth dominate with slight gas. Very
reminiscent of the GMO mother. 

Score: 88



LOT 420  Gelato 33

A balanced mix of gas, sweet dough and pine with slight
mint. Very reminiscent of the Thin Mint GSC mother.

Score: 90

Still funky but less acrid, cultivars that lean heavier towards gas are hot in
today’s market. Perhaps best exemplified by some Kush crosses like OG
and its descendants. 

Gassy

OGEN  Early Glue

Pronounced sweet gassiness with slight funky glue notes
typical of the Gorilla Glue lineage.

Score: 91

ORGANNICRAFT  Platinum Grapes Score: 92

Intensely sweet gas with grape and berry-like aromas
lingering in the background.

SUGARBUD  Krypto Chronic

Intensely gassy, slightly skunky with sweet citrus in the
background.

Score: 91



WEEDME  Garlic Jelly

Loud gassy garlic with a backdrop of berry-like tanginess. A
complex aroma that includes gas, funk and fruit.

Score: 89

Gassy

ORGANNICRAFT  Nitro Cookies

Pronounced sweet gassiness with slight funky glue notes
typical of the Gorilla Glue lineage.

Score: 90

MSIKU  ICC x KushMints

SUGARBUD  Mule Fuel

Score: 90

Score: 90

Sweet vanilla dominates but balanced by aromas of gas and
pine in the background.

Almost had to go in the funk category but the intense aroma
of gas won over the liquorish and musky earth notes that are
also present.

7 ACRES  ICC

Sweet creamy vanilla and slight gas dominate this profile. Truly
lives up to its name.

Score: 90



NATURAL HISTORY  LA Kush Cake

Combining classic kush aromas of gas, pine and skunk with
sweet dough. 

Score: 87

Gassy

BLKMT  Alien Sinmint Cookies

Gassy with a tangy twist, yet still akin to the characteristic
Thin Mint GSC sweet-dough aroma displaying slight hints of
mint.

Score: 89

CAKE AND CAVIAR  Waffle Bits

EDISON  MAC 1

Score: 89

Score: 89

Sweet dough is predominant with slight aromas of gas and
cheese in the background. 

Skunky gas in the front balanced by a slight fruity-citrus
tanginess.

CARMEL  Animal Face

Gas and cookie dough are the loudest notes with a cheesy
citrus aroma lingering in the background. 

Score: 88



CITIZEN STASH  MAC 1

A balance of citrus and gas is most notable, with slight pine,
earth and skunk in the backdrop

Score: 86

Gassy

BLACK KETTLE FARMS (BC BLACK)
Triangle Kush

Unadulterated classic OG flavour with bright gas, pine and
skunk.

Score: 86

BLLRDR  Wedding Cake

MOODRING  Florida Citrus Kush

Score: 86

Score: 87

Sweet dough and vanilla with slight pine and gas. A great
example of the classic Wedding Cake profile.

Creamy citrus dominates the profile with slight pine, gas and
skunk.

BLKMKT  Lee Anne Womac

An interesting balance of gas, citrus, pine and sweet dough.  

Score: 86



TRURO  Wedding Mints

Sweet and slightly gassy with hints of earth. Leans towards
the Wedding Cake ancestry, uncomplex sweetness.

Score: 84

Gassy

BROKEN COAST  Ruxton

Complex mix of gas and tanginess. A great example of the
Sour OG lineage, really captures that classic tangy aroma
profile.

Score: 85

NORTH 40  Farm Gas

FLOWR  BC Pink Kush

Score: 85

Score: 85

Classic kush notes of pine, skunk and gas are loudest with an
earthy backdrop.

Sweet gas, slight pine and skunk, exactly as expected from
this legendary cultivar.

HIGHLAND GROW  Gaelic Fire

Sweet spicey gas, clearly showing its kush ancestry but with
slight hints of sweet dough. Interesting purple-red
coloration.

Score: 85



Gassy

ROYAL CITY CANNABIS  
BC Rockstar Tuna

Gas, pine, skunk and earth. Typical kush aromas.

Score: 84

CARMEL  Garlic Breath

BROKEN COAST  Headstash

Score: 84

Score: 84

Sweet gassy garlic is loudest with slight musky wet earth. A
rare profile that can be hard to categorize. Funky and gassy.

A great example of a classic kush profile combining skunk,
pine and gas.



MSIKU  Peggy's Pride

A unique balance of floral, creamy and sweet citrus aromas
with a slight earthiness.

Score: 90

Haze ancestry is behind many of those intense citrus aromas, while berry
profiles are typically derived from classic Haze-Afghani crosses like DJ
Short’s Blueberry.

Fruity

OGEN  Lemon Z

Intense aromas of sweet lemon and tropical fruits with slight
gas.

Score: 92

MAGI CANNABIS (BUD COAST)  
Salt Spring Love Haze

Score: 93

Sharp aromas of sweet lemons, citrus cleaners, pine trees
and earth.

3 SAINTS  Black Mamba

Hard to place in terms of aroma category. A unique balance
of stonefruit, pine, skunk, flowers and berries with slight
citrus and gas.

Score: 91



DOJA  Ultra Sour

Intensely sour citrus aromas with a gassy backdrop. Very
complex almost had to be placed in the gassy category.

Score: 88

Fruity

HIGH STREET  Craft Orange Tingz

Floral and woodsy aromas with hints of citrus 
Cleaners.

Score: 89

DOJA  Dream

ORGANNICRAFT  Lilac Diesel

Score: 89

Score: 89

Sharp aromas of citrus, fresh-cut grass an berries. An
outstanding example of the Blue Dream aroma profile.

Classic haze aromas of citrus combined with an intense
earthy sweetness.

SIMPLY BARE  Platinum Punch

Intensely sweet berries, grape and tropical fruits with hints
of tangy gas.

Score: 89



SIMPLY BARE  Blue Dream

Blueberries, earth, fresh cut grass. The classic blue dream
profile.

Score: 86

Fruity

PEERS CANNABIS  Nana Punch

Sweet ripe bananas with a berry-like tang and slight
skunkyness in the background.

Score: 86

NESS (BZAM)  Mint Sour

FLOWR  Black Cherry

Score: 87

Score: 87

A complex combination of earth, skunk, cat urine, fresh cut
grass, citrus and hints of mint.

Intensely sweet aromas of cherry and tropical fruits.

GAGE  Orange Cookies

Sweet zesty citrus with a slight gassy edge.

Score: 86



MTL  Sage n' Sour

Citrus, earth, sage. Truly lives up to its name.

Score: 84

Fruity

BROKEN COAST  Amnesia Haze

Intensely sour citrus, almost like a citrus cleaner together
with aroma of fresh cut grass.

Score: 85

PINEAPPLE BUDS (BC BLACK)  
Hawaiian Pineapple

TOP LEAF  Oregon Golden Goat

Score: 85

Score: 85

Mild aromas of pineapple with hints of orange and earth.

Earthy and sweet with slight hints of citrus and tropical fruit.

TENZO  Watermelon Zkittlez

Tropical fruits and citrus with hints of musky wet earth.

Score: 85



Fruity

1964  Romulan

A unique aroma of sweet fermented berries and earth with a
tangy edge. Classic romulan profile, highly unique and
unforgettable.

Score: 84

COLOR  Pedro's Sweet Sativa

NUGZ  Early Lemon Berry

Score: 84

Score: 84

Floral sweet dough dominates w/ slight aromas of tutti fruity
ice cream and earth. Reminiscent of Durban Poison.

Sweet tropical fruits and citrus dominate with hints of earth
and fresh-cut grass.



Value Brands

TABLE TOP

BIG BAG O'BUDS

HOMESTEAD

SHRED

Top 3 Value Flower Brands of the Year

Top Pre-Ground Flower of the Year 



Our apologies to... And the rest of you that we
missed…

Robinsons
Cali
Dunn Cannabis
JOI Botanicals
Pistil and Paris
Qwest
Cookies
Whistler
Smoker Farms
Wagner’s

We know there are many other
companies that are growing
absolute fire and deserve to be on
this list, but we simply could not
get the grades in time for this
year’s publication. Next year you
will not be overlooked!

Who else should we make sure not
to miss for next year? Please reach
out to us and let us know!

The Ones We Missed 

Thanks for reading our list of Top Graded Flowers of 2021. We hope that you
have enjoyed reading it as much as we have enjoyed making it. Please do not
hesitate to reach out with any questions, suggestions or concerns:
info@cannareps.ca 

mailto:info@cannareps.ca


Featured Tasters

General Manager at 
Native Flower

Level 2 Cannabis Sommelier

Key Holder at Inspired
Cannabis Welland

Level 2 Cannabis Sommelier

Supervisor at 
City Cannabis Comox

Level 1 Cannabis Sommelier

Amapola Sepulveda

Lesly ‘Lester’ Pawliw
aka ‘Lester the Weed Tester’

Brent Wallas

Amapola Sepulveda

Marketing Manager at
CannaReps

Level 2 Cannabis Sommelier

Retail Sales Associate at
Seed and Stone

Level 1 Cannabis Sommelier

Axel Holin

James Ouimet

Axel Holin

Sales Representative at
World Wide Brands

Level 1 Cannabis Sommelier

Soon-to-be Manager of 
soon-to-open Toronto retailer
Level 2 Cannabis Sommelier

Keyholder at 
La Canapa

Level 2 Cannabis Sommelier

Axel de la Pena

Mel ‘Missy’ Murray

Daniel Yamamoto

Axel de la Pena



Manager at 
Muse South Granville

Level 2 Cannabis Sommelier

Peter Pittson

Retail Sales Associate at
Inspired Cannabis Welland

Level 2 Cannabis Sommelier

Vanessa Sammut

Co-founder of True Facts
Cannabis; Head of Product

Knowledge at Eden
Level 2 Cannabis Sommelier

Great thanks to everyone else who contributed in helping us
make this year such a great learning experience!

Scott Goodman

Featured Tasters

General Manager at 
Bluebird Cannabis Co.

Level 1 Cannabis Sommelier

Omar Ali Ung

Co-Founder and
Headmaster at CannaReps

Adolfo Gonzalez

Curator



Over the past 5 years, CannaReps has
trained over 5000 people in over 200
companies worldwide. Learning topics
include cannabis product knowledge,
science, history, culture, safe use guidelines,
and compliance.

We have been well received across Canada with over 200 sessions across Vancouver,
Victoria, Toronto, Calgary, Edmonton and Barcelona. Google Customer Reviews Rating:
99.9% 

Our live courses have an average of 30 participants per class, with a maximum of 40 to
ensure we provide a personalized experience. Workshops are 2-hour sessions with 30-100+
participants attending. 

Meanwhile, our online course is ready for any size or volume of group, with group rates
available. 

For any further information please do not hesitate to contact us at info@cannareps.ca

Cannabis Sommelier Level 1
Cannabis Sommelier Level 2
Living Soil At Home Online Grow Course
Hands-on Workshops (multiple topics)
Many more to come in 2022

Courses

About CannaReps

Our alumni are able to apply their knowledge
and skills in the cannabis industry as:

Retail Distribution
Cannabis Retail Associates/Managers, Cannabis Distribution Representatives

Enthusiastic consumers and patients
Entrepreneurs, Product Makers, Ancillary Service providers
Marketers, Journalists, Social Media Influencers
Culinary chefs, liquor representatives, financial investors
Health Care Practitioners: 

Doctors, Nurses, Pharmacists, Patient Caregivers, Nutritionists, Traditional
Chinese Medicine Doctors, Massage Therapists, Herbalists, etc.

mailto:info@cannareps.ca


Cheese, skunk and cat piss are all
sorely under-represented in
today’s market. 

Blueberries and strawberries are
under-represented, as well. 

Less tangy gas; more
unadulterated and putrid gas,
please! Bring dat funk.

A look towards 2022

Next year, we will be adding pre-rolls,
hash and dabs to the tasting schedule
with grades obtained using our new
Extract Grading Tool, which is currently
in development!

Our tasters want to see more (LP’s
take note!):

CannaReps
170-422 Richards St
Vancouver, BC V6B 2Z4
778-800-1999

www.cannareps.ca
info@cannareps.ca


